Laser Therapy & SRA Diagnostics for Pain Management and Functional Outcomes

Presented by

Frank Jarrell, DC - Developed over 20 years, Spondylogenic Reflex Analysis is a powerful, evidence driven protocol and is “the GPS” for chiropractic outcomes. Our “Immediate Response System™” produces unprecedented results when coupled with leading edge laser technology.

Nelson Marquina, DC, PhD - Former Senior Scientist NASA / Johnson Space Center and Director of Research at Logan Chiropractic College, Adjunct Associate Professor of Biophysics at VA State University, President of USA Laser Biotech Inc. and leading educator on laser technology.

SRA Diagnostics
Powerful, dependable and reproducible results without changing your timing or technique of delivery!

Enhanced Laser Protocols*
SRA Diagnostics provides it’s ‘GPS’ pinpoint accuracy and precise treatment mapping to laser therapy for unprecedented results!

Dr. Frank Jarrell and Dr. Nelson Marquina will provide you with a powerful and eye opening understanding of role of Spondylogenic Reflex Analysis’s (SRA) in patient symptoms, diagnostics, radiology, soft tissue reactions, biomechanics, neurology, pain management, performance, nutritional needs and flawlessly integrate it into the latest in laser science and technology.

Opportunity 1 - Learn to diagnose and treat the spondylogenic reflex syndrome (SRS) by the leading expert on spondylogenic reflex syndromes without changing your preferred techniques for delivery of care.

Opportunity 2 - Learn about the science and application of laser technology in a safe and powerfully effective manner by the leading expert in laser science. Learn why DC’s around the globe are moving into laser therapy and see what’s possible when SRA Laser Protocols are combined with true super pulse lasers.*

Training Topics
- History, Evidence and Physiology of the SRS in Chiropractic
- Functional Leg Length Evaluation, Attachment Tendonitis and SRS Activation
- The SRA Neuromechanical and Soft Tissue Cascade into Pain and Dysfunction
- SRA Diagnostics and Laser Theory
- Clinical Aspects of SRA Diagnostics and Laser Therapy
- Unresolved and Failed Care, Q & A, Discussion, Summary and Conclusion
- Q & A, Hands on Application & Case Evaluations

Not to miss!

Date & Location
Mar 8-9 ................. Fairfax VA
June 21-22 ............. Charlottesville VA
Oct 18-19 ............... Fairfax VA
Dec 6-7 ................. Fairfax VA
Saturday 8:30 am–5:30 pm
Sunday 8:30 am–12:30 pm

Optional Sunday Bonus
Extended Hands-on Session 12:30 - 2:30 pm

Registration
Call: 970-259-5520
Web: SRAChiro.org & SRALaser.org
Tuition: $795.00/$745.00 VCA Members
Sponsored by Unified Virginia Chiropractic Association
Late registration fee: call if less than 10 days prior to event

12 CE Credits

Includes
- 12 Type I CECs for VA
- SRA Pro Scan Unit ($225.00 Value)
- Diagnostic & Treatment Software** ($795.00 Value)
- 2 - Day Training Workshop
- $50 of your tuition is donated to VCA
- Additional $50 Discount for VCA Members

*Laser not required to attend.

For information
970-259-5520
SRAChiro.org & SRALaser.org

**Software operates on iPad 2 or newer, iPad Mini & iPhone though not required to attend.
The diagnosis and treatment of spondylogenic reflex syndromes, (withdrawal reflexes) originating from within the spinal column significantly change our understanding of the spinal cord’s role in mediating acute and chronic conditions, chronic pain and addiction, energy metabolism and functional capacity in neuromusculoskeletal and endogenous neuropharmacology. SRA Protocols accelerate healing and neuropharmacological mediation of muscle tone, joint tracking, disc and nerve root compression and inflammatory responses.